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In this paper, the entropy of isolated horizons in non-minimally coupling scalar
field theory and in the scalar-tensor theory of gravitation is calculated by counting
the degree of freedom of quantum states in loop quantum gravity. Instead of bound-
ary Chern-Simons theory, the boundary BF theory is used. The advantages of the
new approaches are that no spherical symmetry is needed, and that the final result
matches exactly with the Wald entropy formula.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
An isolated horizon (IH) [1, 2] is a generalization of an event horizon of a stationary
black hole. It is a null hypersurface and is determined by its local geometric properties. As
expected, the zero and first law of black hole mechanics for event horizons can be generalized
to isolated horizons [1, 3]. The entropy of an IH also satisfies the Bekenstein-Hawking area
law. The concept of an IH can be generalized to a gravitational theory coupled to matter
fields. For minimally coupled matter fields, an IH is still determined by its local geometric
properties. Thus, the area-entropy relation remains unchanged when gravity is minimally
coupled to matter fields, such as scalar fields, Maxwell fields, Yang-Mills fields [2, 4, 5]. For
non-minimally coupled matter fields, the additional condition is required to define an IH,
that the matter field should be time independent on the isolated horizon [6]. The entropy
of a black hole or an IH will also depend on the matter fields on the horizon [7, 8]. For
example, if a scalar field φ is coupled to gravity through the action
SNMC[gab, φ] =
∫
d4x
√−g[ 1
16πG
f(φ)R− 1
2
gab∂aφ∂bφ− V (φ)], (1)
where R is the Ricci scalar of the metric gab, V is the potential of the scalar field, and f(φ)
is an arbitrary function of φ, the entropy of a black hole in the theory is given by the Wald
entropy formula
S =
1
4G
∮
f(φ)ǫ˜, (2)
where the integral is taken on any cross-section of the horizon, and ǫ˜ is the area 2-form.
On the other hand, the above action is similar to the action of the scalar-tensor theory
of gravitation [9–11],
SSTT[gab, φ] =
∫
d4x
√−g[ 1
16πG
φR− ω(φ)
φ
gab∂aφ∂bφ− V (φ)]. (3)
After some transformation, the action (1) can be rewritten as the form of (3). Scalar-
tensor theory is a popular alternative of general relativity. In particular, some models of
scalar-tensor theory can explain the accelerating expansion of the Universe and the rotation
curves of galaxies [12–15]. Recently the scalar-tensor theory has been quantized by the loop
quantum method [16, 17].
The statistical explanation of the entropy for isolated horizons is an important achieve-
ment of loop quantum gravity [18–21]. In Refs. [3, 22], the boundary degrees of freedom are
3suggested to be described effectively by a Chern-Simons theory. The entropy of the spherical
horizon in non-minimally coupling scalar fields has been calculated in Ref. [23]. The scalar
field will modify the level k of the Chern-Simons theory and so the final entropy. Due to
the spherical symmetry, Eq. (2) reduces to
S =
f(φ0)a0
4G
, (4)
which φ0 is the value of the scalar field on the IH, and a0 is the area of the IH.
Recently, two new closely related but different approaches to interpret the area entropy
statistically in loop quantum gravity have been proposed with the use of boundary BF theory
instead of the boundary Chern-Simons theory. With the two approaches, the entropy of an
arbitrary isolated horizons in 4 and higher dimensional, pure gravitational theory have been
calculated and the same results are obtained in the two approaches [24–27]. In the present
paper, the approaches are applied to the IHs in the gravitational theory non-minimally
coupling to a scalar field. It will show that the entropy is exactly the Wald entropy formula
(2). The same procedures may be applied to the scalar-tensor theory of gravitation and
explain the Wald entropy of an IH in the theory.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the boundary symplectic form of gravi-
tational theory on an IH as an internal boundary is analyzed. In Sec. III, the entropy of
the isolated horizon is obtained and is shown to match the Wald entropy formula. Some
discussions are made in Sec. IV. The paper is in units c = ~ = 1.
II. THE SYMPLECTIC FORMS
Parallel to the treatment of pure gravitational theory in 4 dimension [24], consider the
first order action [6] of (1)
SNMC[e, A, φ] =
∫
M
− 1
2κ
f(φ)ΣIJ ∧ F IJ + 1
2
K(φ)(∗dφ) ∧ dφ− V (φ)ǫ, (5)
where κ ≡ 8πG, M is a 4-dimensional asymptotically flat region bounded by an IH, as its
internal boundary,
ΣIJ =
1
2
εIJKLe
K ∧ eL, (6)
4eI is the orthogonal co-tetrad, F IJ = dAIJ + AIK ∧ AKJ is the curvature of the SO(3, 1)
connection 1-form AIJ , ∗ is the Hodge dual, ǫ is the volume 4-form on M and
K(φ) = 1 +
3
2κ
(f ′(φ))2
f(φ)
. (7)
The symplectic current of the theory is [23]
J(δ1, δ2) =
1
κ
δ[1(f(φ)ΣIJ) ∧ δ2]AIJ + 2K(φ)δ[1(∗dφ) ∧ δ2]φ. (8)
For isolated horizons, the scalar field should satisfy [6]
Llφ , 0, (9)
where l is the normal vector of the IH. This is the additional condition which means that
the scalar field is time independent on the isolated horizon ∆. Hereafter equalities on ∆ will
be denoted by the symbol ,.
As in Ref. [24], the following set of co-tetrad fields is chosen
e0 =
√
1
2
(αn+
1
α
l), e1 =
√
1
2
(αn− 1
α
l),
e2 =
√
1
2
(m+ m¯), e3 = i
√
1
2
(m− m¯),
(10)
where α(x) is an arbitrary function of the coordinates, and (l, n,m, m¯) is the Newman-
Penrose null co-tetrad. Restricted to the horizon ∆, the revelent co-tetrad fields (10) satisfies
e0 , e1. (11)
After some straightforward calculation, the following condition can be obtained:
Σ0i , −Σ1i, A0i , A1i, ∀i = 2, 3,
A01 , (κ˜dv + d(lnα)) + (πm+ π¯m¯) :, A¯01 + A˜01,
(12)
where κ˜ is the surface gravity, π, π¯ are spin coefficients, and A¯01 and A˜01 are the nonrotating
and rotating parts of A01, respectively. The first equation of (12) gives, straightly,
f(φ)Σ0i , −f(φ)Σ1i, ∀i = 2, 3. (13)
With the help of these relations, the integral of the symplectic current (8) over the IH
can be reduced to
Ω∆(δ1, δ2) =
2
κ
∫
∆
δ[1(f(φ)Σ01) ∧ δ2]A¯01. (14)
5This is because the surface symplectic structure only depends on the gravitational part, and
because the contribution of the rotating part A˜01 to the integral of the symplectic current
over the IH is zero though it does not vanish for a generic IH. The proof of the latter fact is
similar to the pure Einstein gravity [25], with the modification of the definition of conserved
angular momentum [6],
J [w] = −1
κ
∫
H
(wyA˜01)fΣ01, (15)
where H is the section of the IH, and w is an arbitrary vector on H .
Notice that, due to the condition (9), it is easy to show that f(φ)Σ01 is a closed 2-form
on the IH:
d(f(φ)Σ01) =
df(φ)
dφ
dφ ∧ Σ01 + f(φ)dΣ01 , 0. (16)
So there always exists a 1-form B such that
dB , 1
κ
f(φ)Σ01 =:
1
2κ
Π1. (17)
Πi = 2f(φ)Σ0i is the conjugate momentum of the connection A
i in the non-minimally
coupling theory [23]. The integral of (17) over a section of the IH is the flux of Π1 over the
horizon divided by κ, ∮
H
dB = 1
κ
∮
H
f(φ)Σ01 :=
a˜H
κ
. (18)
With the use of the B field, the Eq.(14) can be rewritten as
Ω∆(δ1, δ2) =
2
κ
∫
∆
δ[1(f(φ)Σ01) ∧ δ2]A¯01
= 2
∫
H2
δ[1B ∧ δ2]A¯01 − 2
∫
H1
δ[1B ∧ δ2]A¯01. (19)
If the nonrotating part A¯01 on the IH is identified to an SO(1, 1) connection field A, (19)
takes the form of the difference of the symplectic structure of an SO(1, 1) BF theory between
two sections of IH. Hence, the symplectic form for the theory (5) reads
Ω =
∫
M
1
κ
δ[1(f(φ)ΣIJ) ∧ δ2]AIJ + 2K(φ)δ[1(∗dφ) ∧ δ2]φ+ 2
∫
H
δ[1B ∧ δ2]A¯01, (20)
where M is the 3-dimensional spacelike hypersurface. It shows that the degrees of freedom
in the theory (5) are divided into two classes. One class are the bulk degrees of freedom
and the other are the boundary degrees of freedom. The boundary degrees of freedom are
described by an SO(1, 1) BF theory, as in pure gravity theory [24–26].
6As the usual discussion of a theory on a manifold with a boundary, one may also consider
the action
STot = SNMC[e, A, φ] +
∫
∆
B ∧ dA. (21)
The latter term is the action for an SO(1, 1) BF theory on the internal boundary ∆, in which
A is the SO(1, 1) connection and B is the B-field in the BF theory. If A is identified with
the boundary value of A¯01, the equation of motion for the BF theory on ∆, Eq. (17) and
dA , 0, can be obtained. The symplectic form for the theory (21) becomes
Ω =
∫
M
1
κ
δ[1(f(φ)ΣIJ) ∧ δ2]AIJ + 2K(φ)δ[1(∗dφ) ∧ δ2]φ. (22)
Obviously, only the bulk degrees of freedom remain, just as in [27].
III. THE ENTROPY
In the previous section, two different symplectic forms for the gravitational theory coupled
nonminimally to a scalar field are presented. In this section, we will calculate the entropy
in two different approaches, fitting the above two symplectic forms, respectively.
A. The first approach
The first approach follows the procedure of papers [24–26]. Since the symplectic form
(20) contains both the bulk term and the boundary term, the total Hilbert space after loop
quantization is the tensor product of bulk and boundary Hilbert spaces. The boundary
Hilbert space for the SO(1, 1) BF theory is constructed in [24, 27]. The bulk Hilbert space
describes not only the polymer excitations of the geometry but also the excitation of the
scalar field [23]. The Πi and Ai are a pair of canonical variables in Hamiltonian formulation
of general relativity. As the eigenvalues of the gravitational momentum Σi in vacuum and in
the minimally coupled cases, the eigenvalues of Πi, instead of the eigenvalues of the operator
of kinematic area, are discrete. After loop quantization, the operator of the flux through
2-dimensional bounded neighborhood sp associated to the ‘puncture’ p has the following
form of the eigenvalues
∮
sp
Πˆ1|{jp, mp}; · · · >= 16πγl2P lmp|{jp, mp}; · · · >, (23)
7where jp, mp are the quantum spin quantum number and the magnetic quantum number
associated with edges of the spin network, respectively. From this expression, the area
spectrum for a spherically symmetric IH coincides with the form of [23]. The quantum
scalar field takes continuous value at each vertex. Since the degrees of freedom of the scalar
field will be traced out, it does not affect the entropy of the IH.
The quantum version of the boundary condition (17) is
(Id⊗
∮
sp
dBˆ − 1
2κ
∮
sp
Πˆ1 ⊗ Id)(Ψv ⊗Ψb) = 0, (24)
where Id means the identity operator, and Ψv and Ψb bulk and boundary states, respectively.
From the boundary condition (24) one can get the relation between the eigenvalues of those
two operators
ap = γmp, 2mp ∈ Z \ {0}, (25)
where ap is the eigenvalue of
∮
sp
dBˆ acting the boundary state, γ the Barbero-Immirzi
parameter.
B. The second approach
The second approach follows the paper [27]. The symplectic form (22) just contains the
bulk term and thus the Hilbert space is just the bulk Hilbert space whose basis is set up
by a series of spin network states with the quantum numbers (j, m) on each edge and (φ,
intertwiners, · · · ) on each vertex. Even though, the boundary BF theory should still be
quantized independently. Since the boundary BF theory coupled to a bulk gravity can be
decomposed classically into a closed form just like the B field in a pure BF theory and a
fixed, non-closed form determined by the coupling, one may first quantize the SO(1, 1) pure
BF theory in loop-quantization formalism [28], setting up the complete basis of the boundary
Hilbert space, and then use the quantum version of coupling term [the first equality of (18)]
to choose suitable bulk spin network states via triangulations on a section of the IH defined
by boundary ‘spin-network’ states. For a suitable bulk state, there must be a set of edges
starting or ending at 2-simplices of a triangulation on the IH. The flux over each 2-simplex
has the eigenvalue κγmp, where 2mp ∈ Z \ {0} again.
8C. The entropy
The flux constraint [the second equality of (18)] can be written as
∑
p∈P or S
|mp| = a, 2mp ∈ Z \ {0}, (26)
where P and S are the set of ‘punctures’ in the first approach and the set of 2-simplices in
the second approach, a = a˜H
8piγl2
Pl
. When the topological constraint on S2 is ignored (it will
give the sub-sub-leading term), the number of the compatible states is
N =
n=2a∑
n=1
Cn−12a−12
n = 2× 32a−1, (27)
where Cji are the binomial coefficients. So the entropy is given by
S = lnN = 2a ln 3 + ln 2
3
=
ln 3
πγ
a˜H
4l2P l
+ ln
2
3
=
1
4l2P l
(
∮
H
f(φ)Σ01) + ln
2
3
, (28)
which is just the Wald entropy formula (2) plus a constant correction term. The Barbero-
Immirzi parameter is chosen to be γ = ln 3/π as in pure Einstein gravity [24].
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the entropy of the isolated horizons in non-minimally coupling scalar field
theory is calculated by counting the degree of freedom of quantum states in loop quantum
gravity. The entropy matches exactly the Wald entropy formula. In our calculation, it
does not need any symmetries for the section of the isolated horizons. The generalization
to higher dimension is straightforward [26]. The same conclusion is also applicable to the
scalar-tensor theory of gravitation because it has a similar action.
The flux operator which conjugates to the connection is Πi = 2f(φ)Σ0i instead of Σ0i in
non-minimally coupling scalar field theory. While Σ01 gives the area of the horizon, it is the
flux Π1 = 2f(φ)Σ01 that gives the entropy. So the “flux constraint” (26) is a better choice
than the “area constraint” in usual Chern-Simons theory [29].
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